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Nudge – something that helps you be your 
better self, to do the things that, in retrospect, 
you’ll be glad you did, but might not choose in 
the moment.  
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How can theory and  
knowledge of individual 
preferences lead to the 
design of digital choice 
environments that better 
nudge? 

•  Goals & commitments 

•  Choice sets & defaults 

•  Effective sharing 

•  Individual differences 
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Preferences for 
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Spaces where diverse 
exposure already occurs 
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50% of adults watched one of 
three broadcasts in 1970. 

by 2007, this had 
dropped to just  10% 

Prior 2007, Bennett & Iyengar 2008 







News on the Internets�
I am a headline (newssite.com)"
Eget dahn t'coil oil soft southern big boy's blouse vel augue. Sed t' justo, big 
girl's blouse t' is that thine. Soft southern cack-handed tha daft apeth purus. 
Pellentesque non tempus tortor."

Veggies sunt bona vobis (morenews.com)"
Soko salsify gram dulse catsear celtuce welsh onion taro black-eyed pea 
parsnip tatsoi tomato eggplant carrot coriander. Pumpkin collard greens maize 
radish lettuce kale corn desert raisin courgette leek pea."

Bacon ipsum dolor sit amet (deadtreepress.info)"
Aute excepteur short ribs, cupidatat pastrami et esse consectetur ribeye. Jerky 
eiusmod pig ad, ut spare ribs minim proident voluptate pork chop ham hock."

Leggings fad ad ut, fixie letterpress. Sold out. (ohaiinternets.com)"
Cliche forage pariatur cray culpa placeat, hoodie est. Thundercats carles pork 
belly street art. Mumblecore pop-up tempor ethnic labore. Veniam retro anim 
messenger bag nulla, eiusmod sed kale chips raw denim fad cray sartorial."

Synergize 5% corruption Paul Steiger (somenewsforyou.net)"
Flipboard blog learnings Django media bias, engagement the medium is the 
massage Twitter topples dictators nonprofit SEO learnings link economy Knight 
News Challenge explainer. "

Are you ready for the truth? (justmakingstuffupontv.com)"
Your bones don't break, mine do. That's clear. Your cells react to bacteria and 
viruses differently than mine. You don't get sick, I do. That's also clear. But for 
some reason, you and I react the exact same way to water. "

There's a voice that keeps on calling me. (doesmediamatter.com)"
Knight Rider, a shadowy flight into the dangerous world of a man who does not 
exist. Michael Knight, a young loner on a crusade to champion the cause of the 
innocent, the helpless in a world of criminals who operate above the law."







A series of news. 
If you have a problem and no one else can help (newssite.com)"
Ten years ago a crack commando unit was sent to prison by a military court for 
a crime they didn't commit. These men promptly escaped from a maximum 
security stockade to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune."

Madonna and cultural narrative (morenews.com)"
A concept is the distinction between figure and ground. Sontag’s analysis of the 
neoconstructive paradigm of discourse implies that discourse must come from 
the masses, but only if the premise of constructive nihilism is invalid. "

You probably haven't heard of them (hipsternews.info)"
Quinoa retro jean shorts pinterest, commodo blog post-ironic odio. Mustache 
narwhal anim, kogi pour-over freegan Wes Anderson. "

Politics & Socks page dead trees. (ohaiinternets.com)"
Wikipedia the notional night cops reporter in Des Moines horse-race coverage 
aggregation API Gawker West Seattle Blog, Blogger syndicated, NPR the 
notional night trolls reporter in Tumblr hot news doctrine."

'Write that down,' the King said to the jury (somenewsforyou.net)"
'Take off your hat,' the King said to the Hatter. 'It isn't mine,' said the Hatter. 
'Stolen!' the King exclaimed, turning to the jury, who instantly made a 
memorandum of the fact."

And you must think you're in a toy store.(justmakingstuffup.com)"
Do you see a plastic tag clipped to my shirt with my name printed on it? Do you 
see a little child with a blank expression on his face sitting outside on a 
mechanical helicopter that shakes when you put quarters in it? No? Well, that's 
what you see at a toy store."

Top Cat! The most effectual Top Cat! (doesmediamatter.com)"
Who's intellectual close friends get to call him T.C., providing it's with dignity. 
Top Cat! The indisputable leader of the gang. He's the boss, he's a pip, he's the 
championship. He's the most tip top, Top Cat."







How many of you should prefer News on the Internets ? 

How many of you would actually prefer A Series of News ? 

Which do you think most people would prefer as a daily news aggregator? 



X``	  X``	  

e Internet allows for both greater diversity and 
personalization in news sources. Risk of echo 
chambers, fragmentation in discussion. 



•  People prefer to see agreeable opinions. 
(Selective Exposure) 

•  Technology makes it easier for people to act on those 
preferences, and, in some cases, provides content aer 
assuming those preferences. 

perils of choice 



perils of choice 

•  People prefer to see agreeable opinions. 
(Selective Exposure) 

•  Technology makes it easier for people to act on those 
preferences, and, in some cases, provides content aer 
assuming those preferences. 

•  When people predominantly access agreeable opinions: 
    consensus. 
    understanding & empathy. 
    learning. 



mixed evidence, lots of hand-wringing 

•  People say they seek 
diversity (Stromer-Galley 
2003) 

•  People seem to agree 
with the norm of diverse 
news exposure (Garrett & 
Resnick 2012) 

•  Ideological segregation 
segregation online is not 
as bad as some fear. 
(Gentzkow & Shapiro 2010) 

•  People seek agreeable 
information but are 
indifferent to challenging 
information (Garrett 2009) 

•  Some people are 
challenge averse and 
some are diversity seeking 
(Munson & Resnick 2010) 

•  … but is worse online 
than other media (Gentzkow 
& Shapiro 2010) 
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Highlighting & 
ordering based on 
agreeability. 

Didn’t	  work.	  
(Munson	  &	  Resnick	  2010)	  
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  efforts to nudge 

Highlighting and 
ordering based on 
agreeability. 

Didn’t	  work.	  
(Munson	  &	  Resnick	  2010)	  

Recommendations 
of different facets 
on a topic. 

Success in the lab. 
(Park et al. 2009) 

Memeorandum 
Colors. 

Colored links by 
expected bias. No 
evaluation. (Baio) 

Anonymous search. 

Effort to avoid Filter 
Bubble, shows there is 
interest. 



research objectives 

  
•  Can we design interfaces that help people read more 

balanced news in an environment of choice? 



Exis$ng	  behavior	  
•  To	  what	  extent	  do	  people	  read	  ideologically	  
agreeable	  or	  disagreeable	  news?	  

•  Can	  we	  predict	  this	  based	  on	  personality	  or	  
demographic	  traits?	  

	  
Changing behavior 
•  Can we design interfaces that help people read more 

balanced news in an environment of choice? 
•  Are there personality or demographic traits that 

predict persuadability?  

research objectives 



Study Design 

Measuring Behavior � Changing Behavior 
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Measuring Behavior � Changing Behavior 



apparatus 

•  Chrome	  extension	  recording	  visits	  to	  all	  sites	  
matching	  a	  whitelist	  of	  news	  sites	  (n=10,570),	  
including	  up	  to	  30	  days	  of	  pre-‐installaSon	  
history.	  

•  Subset	  (n=7,618)	  of	  sites	  classified	  according	  
to	  poliScal	  lean.	  

Available at balancestudy.org 



classifying visits 

Classi%ed at top-level domain by:  
•  Averaging lean from several sources, including: 
–  Memeorandum Colors (link-similarity based; Baio) 
–  Le and right audience share (Gentzkow & Shapiro 2010) 
–  Votes from classi%ed Digg users and links from blogs 

(Munson et al. 2009) 

•  Classifying some columnists separately  
(e.g., David Brooks on New York Times) 

•  Manual corrections during testing (the Ann Coulter effect) 

 

Sites & classi%cation at balancestudy.org/whitelist-classi%able.html 
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users’ actual lean in reading behavior 

When do people consider 
diverse views? 

•  When their curiosity has 
been piqued. (e.g., Newscube) 

•  When they have been 
reminded of norms of 
fairness and balance. 

•  When they are less 
con!dent in their own 
knowledge. 
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Personal informatics approach: designed to reveal 
users’ actual lean in reading behavior 

When do people consider 
diverse views? 

•  When their curiosity has 
been piqued. (e.g., Newscube) 

•  When they have been 
reminded of norms of 
fairness and balance. 

•  When they are less 
con!dent in their own 
knowledge. 



our widget 

Personal	  informa$cs	  approach:	  designed	  to	  reveal	  
users’	  actual	  lean	  in	  reading	  behavior	  

Normative message, added to encourage a user to 
be balanced. 
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Subject	  accesses	  website	  &	  reviews	  materials	  

Subject installs browser extension 

Subject prompted to complete survey 
(political lean, Big 5 personality, demographics)  

Randomized to treatment or control. 
Up to 30 days of prior history captured.  

Control: 
28-day waiting period 

Treatment: 
Immediate & ongoing feedback 

1 
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field deployment: procedure 



Treatment: 
Immediate & ongoing feedback 

•  Recruited by word of mouth (email, social network 
sites), Google extension directory, & the media 

•  15 September – 18 November 2012 

•  1,145 installs with transmitted data  

•  990 subjects completed the survey 
 

field deployment: subjects 



Treatment: 
Immediate & ongoing feedback 

•  Recruited by word of mouth (email, social network 
sites), Google extension directory, & the media 

•  15 September – 18 November 2012 

•  1,145 installs with transmitted data  

•  990 subjects completed the survey 
 736 men, 181 women (80% male) 
 mean age: 36.7 years (stdev: 13.8) 
 political lean:  2.89 (stdev: 1.37) 

 

partisanship: 2.93 (stdev: 1.48) 

(1 = strongly liberal; 7 = strongly conservative) 

(1 = strongly Democrat; 7 = strongly Republican) 

field deployment: subjects 
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RA: Agreeable news-reading measure 

RA =
S − 6
6− S

if u is liberal
if u is conservative

"
#
$

S: A user’s Balance score 

S	  =	  Average	  leX-‐right	  score	  of	  all	  news	  page	  visits.	  
       Normalized to [1,11] (because we had 11 pictures) 
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Individual differences as predictors of RA? 

OLS	  model	  for	  RA,	  prior	  to	  installaSon,	  F=26.09	  on	  8	  and	  74	  
degrees	  of	  freedom,	  p<0.0001,	  adjusted	  R2=0.21.	  
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SPost-SPre 

For median liberal-reading user (187 visits per 28 
days), the difference in change between control and 
treatment is equivalent to: 
•  4 new monthly visits to a right-leaning site or 
•  20 new monthly visits to a neutral site 
 



Individual differences as predictors of SPost-SPre? 

No. 
Age, gender, ideological extremity, and Big 5 not 
predictors. 
 
Not enough power and likely selection limit 
ability to evaluate effects of le-right ideology. 

 
 



Encouraging Reading of Diverse Political 
Viewpoints with a Browser Widget 

•  Used personal informatics to increase the diversity 
of news reading in the wild. 

	  
Persistent reminder of norm. 

Persistent feedback. 

Recommendations. 

Goal setting. 

Personalized recommendations. 

Sharing or reputation elements. 

…. 
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How can soware best support health and wellness?  
 
Using health and wellness applications as experiment sites, what 
can I learn about theories of in!uence?  

Exploratory work: When and how 
can sharing be a nudge in health & 
wellness applications? 



Online Health Communities & Facebook 

Newman MW, Lauterbach D, Munson SA, Resnick P, Morris ME. (2011). "It's not that 
I don't have problems, I'm just not putting them on Facebook": Challenges and 
Opportunities in Using Online Social Networks for Health, CSCW 2011. 

Some people use a combination of Facebook and Online Health 
communities to help meet health needs, with each space 
furthering different goals.  

14-person interview study 
online recruitment from a variety of online health communities 



3GT 
Positive psychology exercise around recording everyday 
good things. (Seligman et al 2005) 

 
Increase adherence & efficacy by sharing publicly & receiving feedback? 

threegthings.net 
Munson SA, Lauterbach D, Newman MW, Resnick P. (2010). "Happier Together: 

Integrating a Wellness Application Into a Social Network Site," Persuasive 2010. 

Field deployment, open enrollment.  
Analysis of use logs and interviews with users. 



GoalPost 

Munson SA, Consolvo S. (under review). “Exploring Goal-setting, Rewards, Self-monitoring, 
and Sharing to Motivate Physical Activity” 

iOS application to track physical activity, set goals, and 
monitor progress, with ability to share on Facebook. 



4-week %eld deployment, 23 professionally recruited participants 
12 with sharing features, 11 without 

Munson SA, Consolvo S. (under review). “Exploring Goal-setting, Rewards, Self-monitoring, 
and Sharing to Motivate Physical Activity” 

GoalPost 



Adapt an intervention (or design a new one) 
to leverage the Internet’s affordances 

Controlled lab trial 

Pilot 

Pilot 
Re"ne 

Open beta 

Interviews, analysis 
Repeat until 
compelling 

Causal inferences 

Controlled "eld trial 



Receive: 
•  emotional support 
•  accountability & motivation 
•  advice 

But face challenges with: 
•  building, shaping, and selectively 

accessing one’s network 
•  risk of violating norms 

SHARING AS A NUDGE 

•  impression management •  managing impression while 
meeting health needs 



LIMITED SHARING… 

for fear of violating 
norms, revealing 
weaknesses, or appearing 
boring or boastful.  

“Mostly when I make things private, it’s 
more because I think they’d be boring or 
insigni%cant to my friends, not because 
they’re actually things I wouldn’t want my 
friends to know about. I just don’t want to 
clog up their Facebook with it…. A lot of 
the people I’m friends with wince about 
having games and other non-status update 
things all over their pages. And so I don’t 
want to get winced about.” 

– 3GT participant 



LIMITED SHARING… 

for fear of violating 
norms, revealing 
weaknesses, or appearing 
boring or boastful.  

“It's just kind of embarrassing to 
me… I jogged for 20 minutes today, 
let me tell 200 people, many of 
which I haven't talked to in years … 
Who cares?... I don't want to share 
with someone that I, you know, they 
comment on it, oh yeah I ran a 
marathon, good to go 20 minute 
runner guy.” 

– GoalPost participant 



LIMITED SHARING… 

for fear of violating 
norms, revealing 
weaknesses, or appearing 
boring or boastful.  

“ere are some people I wouldn’t care about if 
they saw [posts I might make about my health 
on Facebook] but I got people, you know, from 
my high school and that I am friends with that I 
haven’t talked to in 25 years. And I have no 
desire for them to know about my weight 
issues or weight status.” 

– OHC Participant 



GOALPOST USER: I’m really depressed. If Facebook can’t 
save me, I don’t know what will help me lose weight. 

RESEARCHER: Did you think Facebook was going to help? 

GOALPOST USER: I thought it was going to save me, yeah. 

RESEARCHER: Did it? 

GOALPOST USER: No. And I’m so discouraged. 



COMMUNICATING AN IDENTITY 

Facebook is “like a standup comedy 
routine…  I have had people send me a 
private message of ‘wow, your life is so great! 
You know you do this, this, and this and all 
these fun things happen’ And I tend to think 
‘you know, you’re only seeing what I want 
you to see.’ … It’s not that I don’t have 
problems, I’m just not putting them on 
Facebook.” 

– OHC Participant 



COMMUNICATING AN IDENTITY 

“On Facebook, I am not afraid to post anything about my 
running…  I kind of like to ‘out’ my running ability now… I 
really like to talk about my running on Facebook, because 
I’m so darn proud of it… 
 
“ey’re just so surprised I’m running and they’ll say like 
‘fantastic’ and ‘when are you going to run?’ And so yeah, I’m 
getting the feedback I want. I’m !nally getting… some 
positive feelings from those people that I couldn’t get 
back in high school.” 

– OHC Participant 



BUT WANTING SOMETHING SOCIAL 

of the 55 active 3GT participants… 24  invited friends 
25  looked at friend pro%les 

 
of 4188 3GT pageviews… 660 were of a friends’ Good ings 

 
1 of 12 GoalPost users found a new exercise partner & 
started going to the gym more. 



“I got a TON of comments…. Lots of people said 
they liked that, and they responded to that and 
congratulated me… so yeah, people do de%nitely 
comment on them when they are created from 
Facebook and publicized [in newsfeeds].” 

BUT WANTING SOMETHING SOCIAL 

– 3GT participant 



“It would have been cool to have somebody reacting to, like 
you said, the sort of social interaction over the content of the 
posts that I’ve done… To have some of these things – “oh, I see 
you posted something”, or just some reaction. Because 
sometimes it feels like you’re out there, putting stuff out in the 
world and you’re not getting any feedback, you know?” 

BUT WANTING SOMETHING SOCIAL 

 - 3GT Participant 	  



BUT WANTING SOMETHING SOCIAL 

“I actually did get something out of it… 
Because it is possible to have the whole 
world see it. Yeah. Yeah. e phone is 
like… my personal being. You’re not going 
to see it, but that’s [Facebook] de%nitely 
out there. If it’s on the net it’s on the net.” 

– GoalPost participant 



privacy >> 
appropriate 
“selfcasting” 



3GT 
Social variation of positive psychology exercise around 
recording everyday good things. 

 

threegthings.net 

v2 



Current work: Moving beyond the share button. 

•  Improved sharing & efficacy evaluation 

•  Goals & Commitments 

•  Making sense out of life logs 
 

v2 



Better enable people to build & selectively access 
their network.  

v2 

Designs that facilitate appropriate “selfcasting” 
and preserve privacy. 

Improved sharing 



Improved sharing 

Effects on adherence and efficacy?  

Field experiment 
with A/B trial 

v2 

Social vs. private 3GT implementation. 
•  Social features could help the app be more engaging 

and stickier. (Richardson et al 2010) 
•  but it could also trigger feelings of relative 

deprivation. (Merton 1938, Festinger 1954) 

Improved sharing 



Social Commitments 

Gap in literature on public commitments. 

Field experiments with A/B trials 

When do they help, when do they hinder? 
(Salancik 1977; Locke & Latham 2002; Gollwitzer et al 2009) 



Exposure to diverse 
political views 

Social soware for 
health & wellness 



Improving  
health & wellness 

Exposure to diverse 
political views 

•  Goals & commitments 
•  Primary & Secondary Goals 

•  Social Commitments 

•  Effective sharing 

•  Sensemaking & life logs 

How can theory and  
knowledge of individual 
preferences lead to the 
design of digital choice 
environments that better 
nudge? 



thanks! 
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